
 

Mr. Wysquers by Larry Auerbach 

Pemberton N. Wysquers is a very dignified old English gentleman who own a very old package delivery 

business that operates on a worldwide scale. Once a year, usually at year end, he leaves the confines of 

his work environment to travel around in order to visit some of his most special and deserving customers. 

He selects a town and spends a week mingling with the residents, helping out where he can and bringing 

both hope and encouragement to those he interacts with. He leaves a permanent imprint on all of those 

with whom he meets, and he truly leaves his hosts in a much better state than he found them. 

 

5 Stars: I love this book and invite you to read the most intriguing story about an English gentleman 

named Pemberton N. Wysquers. While you read, I believe you find yourself relating in some way to the 



characters who have in one way or another come to the end of their emotional life. When all seems lost, 

in one moment in time, as if by coincidence or magic, they brush shoulders with Mr. Wysquers. 

As a young child you were probably taught about Santa Clause. As time moved on, your innocence was 

shaken by unspoken reality. While young you believed that time is infinite and you are invisible. When 

time marched on reality dulled your senses, the magic you found in childhood was buried in life 

experiences. This book will remind you that in a few fleeting moments, magic can stir. If you open your 

mind to the possibility, Mr. Wysquers might just pay you a visit. 

Let me quote what Melody said: “I know this is going to sound strange, but I owe my life to a corned beef 

sandwich. The really weird thing is, I never liked corned beef. I would have one now and then, but it was 

never my favorite sandwich. But now? I smile every time I eat one, and that’s usually once a week, 

normally on Thursday. Why Thursday, you ask. Because that’s the day all the magic happened. Of course, 

I didn’t know it was going to be a magical day when I woke up. After all, you never see the magic coming.” 

Each person in this book has their own story to tell. Here is how Ivan’s story begins: “I don’t have a lot of 

time to give you this story, I have somewhere to be and I can’t get out of it. I guess you first have to know 

a little bit about me to understand what I’m going to tell you, and why I’m telling you. 

My story begins about twenty years ago, when I was a teenager and hanging out with my friends. We 

were the usual gang, looking for girls, driving around at night, and sneaking our drinking when our parents 

weren’t watching or around. The night that changed my life didn’t start out as anything significant, other 

than it was a Saturday.” 

Which one of these stories mirror your own and where would Mr. Wysquers accidentally, or on purpose 

walk into your story? 

This book is heartwarming and a must have gift item for your friends and family any time of year. I am 

giving this book as a Christmas gift this year. 

Mr. Wysquers by Larry Auerbach is a story for all time and begins when a Candy-Apply Red Vintage Cadillac 

comes your way. Other books by Larry Auerbach include A Matter Of Honor, A Matter Of Justice, Common 

Threads, The Spirit of Redd Mountain and The Troll Bridge. 

Editorial Review (Book Marketing Global Network). 
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The Troll Bridge by Larry Auerbach 

In 1935 west Texas, two teenagers — Duane McCathern and Tony Picano — decide to go search for a lost 

treasure of Confederate gold based on an old tale told by a retired Texas Ranger, involving Indians and a 

mysterious spirit. As their hunt starts, another boy, a long-time rival, finds them in a cave and they must 

reluctantly include him in their hunt, it doesn’t take them long before they realize they need more help 

so their new partner brings in someone, an A. B. Conway, that he says has the expertise and the skills they 

need to get the gold they believe is hidden in that cave. The only problem is that A. B. Conway is Abbie. 

Tony is at once smitten and Duane is clearly annoyed. 

Once they get the hunt underway, Abbie proves her skill at fabricating machinery is beyond their 

expectations. And that is a good thing as the hunt suddenly takes an unexpected turn as all of them begin 

to have out of body experiences and they run into other supernatural problems. As they get closer to the 
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gold, the problems mount and Duane and Tony start showing signs of stress. Then things really start 

getting strange as all four start having visions of the past. A spirit from the past begins influencing their 

actions, leading Duane in one direction and Tony in another. As both the distant and the recent past begin 

to reveal themselves, all of them must make decisions that will have long lasting results. Abbie has to 

choose between Duane and Tony, and Duane must choose between Tony and Abbie. Who, if any, will 

make it out of the cave and who will make a deal with the Devil? 

 

5 Stars: Raised in Vermont I have always been fascinated with covered bridges, railroad bridges and 

river bridges. The title ‘The Troll Bridge’ by Larry Auerbach caught my attention right away. The prologue 

hooked me and it was very hard to put this book down for any reason. 

Larry Auerbach is a master story teller and if you ever loved exploration as a kid and dreamed of finding 

something of value while exploring the farm yards, local woods, railroad tracks, old buildings, river banks 

etc. around your town, this book will draw you into this teen adventure that involves a hidden cave in 

West Texas. 

Well-developed characters like Duane McCathern, Tony Picano find they need some help when the old 

town’s folklore about a hidden cave may have more merit than just to spook kids. Here is a quote from 

the book to pique your interest. 

… “We’re here, we’re a team, and we’re all going to watch each other’s back. We all share the risk, we all 

share the rewards—equally,” Duane told him. He put out his hand to Ron, who took it and held it in affirm 

grip. Tony put his hand over theirs, and all three of them put their other hand on the pile of hands. It was 

done. Tomorrow they would go to school, and come Friday, the adventure would begin for real. Fame and 

fortune awaited them in that hole. It was a sure thing; they were all certain. What could possibly go 

wrong?” 

…Eleven fast paced chapters will take you on an adventure of paranormal (supernatural) intrigue written 

for Tweens, Teens, and Young Adults along with you if you are young at heart, spirit and mind. 

I invite you cross over ‘The Troll Bridge’, feels the spray from the raging water below, walk the river banks 

if you dare as “Trolls” are known to live under bridges where people and things go missing. Join these 

teens as they use every creative bone in their bodies and life skills to explore a hidden cave in the hopes, 

they will all make it out alive with treasure worth dying for. 

‘The Troll Bridge’ by Larry Auerbach is an adventure worth taking. Other books by Larry Auerbach include 

Common Threads, The Spirit Of Redd Mountain, A Matter Of Justice, and A Matter Of Honor. 

Editorial Review (Book Marketing Global Network). 
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Larry Auerbach is an historical-fiction writer who brings the Old West alive with his great western 

adventures. Each of them is packed with non-stop action, drama, and history. Larry Auerbach proves 

to be an exciting story-teller. 
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A Matter Of Honor by Larry Auerbach 

Set in 1877, in New Mexico Territory, former Union sniper Jonah Berryman is presently working as a 

bounty hunter who is known for bringing his man in alive, but Jonah is here on personal business and is 

hunting someone on his own time. He has some unfinished business with a doctor who saved his life but 

left his cousin to die. He has been looking for this doctor ever since the War ended, but not knowing what 

the doctor looked like has been a big problem. 

Now he is here in the town of Willow Springs because someone sent him a wire saying the man was here. 

But as soon as he arrived in town someone started shooting at him. Now he is the middle of another war, 

and Jonah can’t tell which side is which…or even who is one what side. All he knows for sure is that he is 

in the middle. As the lead continues to fly his way, Jonah realizes someone has set him up to be the next 

casualty of their own private war. He has to figure out who it is that is behind all of this, if he has any hope 

of getting out of town alive. And he still has to find out who put him in the middle of this and why. 
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A Matter Of Justice by Larry Auerbach 

This is a story of justice delayed, and how each person’s life can intersect with another, with a varying 

degree of impact. 
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Jonah Berryman is a former Union sniper, who is hunting for someone out of his past. He has some 

unfinished business with the doctor who saved his life and allowed his cousin to die. When he went to 

find the doctor later, he learned he had never even existed…except for saving his life and his sight. 

After the War, Jonah became a bounty hunter, and whenever he rides into a town, anyone who has 

something to hide gets nervous and lead begins to fly. Willow Springs was no exception. In A MATTER OF 

HONOR, after receiving wire saying he was in Willow Springs, Jonah rode in looking for the doctor but he 

found a whole lot more than he was bargaining for. People began dropping like flies from the moment he 

hit town, and most of the lead that was flying through the air appeared to be coming his way. It didn’t 

take long for him to discover there were a lot of players in this game, and that there were more than two 

sides in this war. In the exciting conclusion of this story, Jonah has already figured out that nobody is who 

they appear to be. Now he has to end someone else’s war if he is going to save his own skin. That’s going 

to be hard, since he can’t really be sure who is a friend and who isn’t. 

There are hidden players in this game, and they all have their own agenda for how this will end. Jonah 

didn’t realize it at the time, but he was actually lured here because of his reputation. Someone wanted 

him to be the catalyst to bring A MATTER OF JUSTICE to this town for a lot of people. 
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Common Threads by Larry Auerbach 

The town of Pinetar, Alabama was almost ruined and burned out of existence during a protracted siege 

during the War Between the States. Twelve years later, it is still just barely hanging on, but good times 

may be coming. A large financial investment is coming to Pinetar, to help newly enfranchised former 

slaves, and former Rebels build new lives in what is now their war-ravaged home, if they can all learn to 

work together. The government is also sending a teacher to start a school to help them all learn to read, 

write, and do their sums. The own desperately needs this financial assistance, as there is no industry and 

no work for anyone, and the dreaded carpet-baggers are coming to town. 

The new Klu Klux Klan has become a force in the south and is threatening the stability of the community 

by using threats, intimidation, and terrorism to drive the new citizens out of the area. A U S Marshal is 

ordered to take a team to the town and drive the Klan out of the area and protect the financial rebirth of 

the community, all but wiped out by the devastation of the war only the South wanted and only the North 

could hope to win. 

Pinetar has its own secrets, however. Twenty years ago, a black man was murdered to hide a scandal that 

would have ruined a very important man. Some people in Pinetar are seeking to rebuild their fortunes, 

while some are seeking to return to the old lost order. Others are coming to Pinetar for a variety of 

reasons. One is seeking redemption for a ruined military career, while another is coming to make an un-

scheduled withdrawal from the bank. One man is coming to seek revenge for an old injury, and another 



will clear his conscience. The connection between all of these issues, and the key to the resolution of that 

twenty-year-old murder mystery is on the way. All of these people will meet in Pinetar and they will 

discover they all share COMMON THREADS. 
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The Spirit Of Redd Mountain by Larry Auerbach 

Redd Mountain is a famous multi-mountain resort in western Montana, that boasts skiing on one side and 

hunting on the other, with a wide neutral zone between the two mountains. 

Thirty years ago, Warner Barney, a world class big game hunter, came to Redd Mountain on a hunting 

trip. His narcissistic belief that rules of safety did not apply to him led to the death of several people, as a 

result of his reckless behavior in the pursuit of his single-minded goal. When Warner Barney left the 

mountain, he left death and chaos for many in his wake. 

In the months after he left, two legends began to grow. One is the story of a magnificent elk who is 

possessed of a singularly reddish color coat. No hunters have been able to take him, although many have 

seen him, because he always seems to be just out of range or behind a tree. The locals have dubbed him 

the protector of the forest, as hunters pass on the other animals in their efforts to bring him down, all of 

them failing. 

There is also a legend of a mysterious red-jacketed skier who has been sighted for years, intervening in 

the activities of other skiers who are in danger of losing their lives, due to their recklessness or the 

unpredictable whims of nature. No one knows who he is, or where he comes from, or where he goes, but 

all are very grateful for his unexpected appearance whenever it comes. Every year, both of them are seen 

by skiers and hunters alike, and their legends grow bigger each year with every drink in the resort lodge. 



Now Warner Barney is back, supremely confident in his belief that he is the one to claim the legendary 

trophy elk that has been a part of this mountain for almost as long. He has not changed at all; he still 

believes that rules do not apply to him. He wants this elk for his trophy wall, but there are forces standing 

in his way, including the chief ranger and safety supervisor for the resort, a party of conservationists and 

wildlife experts who are determined to rescue the elk and take him to a preserve. Also, on this expedition 

is Warner’s old guide from his previous hunt, who has a debt to pay and hopes to find some answers of 

his own on the mountain. Some of these people have their own reasons for being on this hunt, to resolve 

old wounds and out an end to old debts. 

This party also includes a newspaper journalist who is determined to use this hunt to advance her own 

career, regardless of the cost to others. After agreeing to follow the rules of the non-lethal hunt, Warner 

breaks away on his own to follow his own path to claim this magnificent animal. His blind obsession leads 

Warner to find his destiny, and to discover the truth of the old saying that time heals all wounds, and 

wounds all heels. Warner Barney, and these two local legends, have a date with destiny to resolve some 

old wounds, and they will do this on Redd Mountain. 
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